
Week of May 9th  Ms. Jessica’s Class 
 

    

Language Arts: This week we will review subject and verb 
agreement with a test over recent topics Wednesday.  Thursday 
and Friday we will be focused more on the writing process as we 
work on our president reports. 

Phonics: This week we will be reviewing a few different 
phonics topics.  We will go over plurals, prefixes, endings, and f 
diagraphs. 

4th Grade Math: This week we will be completing the following 
topics: mixed numbers, add with like denominators, subtract 
with like denominators, and add with unlike denominators. 

3rd Grade Math:   This week we will be completing the following 
topics: multiplying regrouping hundreds, chapter nine check up, 
test, measurement with nonstandard units, measuring length in 
metric units. 

Cursive: We will be working on words that start with y 
and z in cursive. 

Science: This week we will be learning about some of the 
markings on the globe (latitude, longitude, prime meridian, 
degrees, northern hemisphere, and southern hemisphere). 

   

Memory Verse: 
Proverbs 24:27 

“Prepare your work outside; get everything ready for 
yourself in the field, and after that build your house.” Spelling words 

3rd Grade (ough & augh):  

taught     thought     rough     
laugh     bought     caught     
ought     cough     fought     

daughter     tough     through     
enough     brought     sought     

naughty     orderliness 

Challenge words 

drought     dough 

 

4th Grade ( -el or –le endings):  

carousel     barrel     middle     
towel     channel     noodle     
wiggle     jewel     caramel     

pickle     eagle     cancel     
bicycle     kennel     chuckle     

couple     orderliness 

Challenge words 

scramble      parallel 

 

 

If you would like to chaperone the field trip to the zoo please let me 
know!  Also please make sure permission slips and money for the field 
trip is turned into me (so I can keep track of it all). 

Upcoming: 
18th- Zoo field trip 

20th – ½ day 
24th- Last day of 

school 

Snack this week:  

Jorja 

Snack next week: 

Ellie 

 


